PLEASE: Read these instructions!

Parts List

Part I: iPad Frame Assembly Instructions

Each iPad frame / wall-mount kit includes:
- 1) Complete iPad frame
- 4) Spring-loaded retaining clips
- 4) Rotating frame retainers
- 4) Marking pins
- Wall mounting hardware

1. During assembly, you’ll to lay the frame down several times. Start off with a flat, padded surface or carpet as your work area to prevent your frame from being scratched.

2. Out of the box, the iPad frame is assembled. We’ll need to disassemble the top of the frame to slide in the iPad. Start by removing the (2) set screws as shown.

3. Slide the top of the frame off as shown.

4. Slide in your iPad now. Make sure the iPad data port is facing the proper way so that there’s clearance for the USB connector cable. Next, put the top of the frame back on & secure the iPad.

5. Re-tighten the set screws loosened in step 2.

* Some final/exact counts of screws may vary
6. Finally, with the soft felt side facing down, install the spring-loaded retaining clips by pressing down on the springs, and then sliding the springs towards each corner. The clips will naturally hold the iPad in place. You MUST install all 4 clips for a secure fit.

**OPTIONAL:** If using the iPad home button blocker, use the included plastic triangles as “spacers” instead of the springs shown below.

![Diagram showing how to install the clips](image)

7. You have completed the iPad frame assembly! Proceed below.

---

**Part II: Frame Wall Mounting Instructions**

**Preparation** If you plan on using optional charging accessories, set them up NOW - along with any & gang boxes - before proceeding.

---

**Optional Steps for Power Solutions Installation**

(Skip to Step I below if charging solutions are not needed/installed)

![Diagram showing optional steps for power solutions installation](image)

---

1. Spin the frame retainers such that they are now parallel to the inside groove of the iPad frame. Then place your iPad frame into position.

2. Connect the iPad cable through the frame's notch/cutout.

3. Connect USB plug to the vCharger (shown on left) or IPCX adapter (shown on right).

4. Check & confirm iPad is charging.

5. Pushes retainers into place.

---

**K. That’s it! The iPad mount installation is complete!**